IT Automation
Next-level IT automation will 10X your productivity
Crush IT workloads, slash MTTR with self-healing, and automate service delivery to
transform IT into an innovation powerhouse. Hornbill’s powerful business process
engine, combined with 1000+ ready-to-go integrations enables new kinds of
automation—spanning on-premise and cloud systems.

Time spent on operations

Time spent on transformation

Wessex Water reduced IT workload by 66%, cut manual
tickets by 40%, and improved customer satisfaction by 15%—
in just five months

Benefits to you?
Automation shrinks effort
See how much effort you can save across different IT tasks
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500+ hours saved in the first 90 days

We’re saving thousands of hours each year by automating
low-value interactions that IT no longer needs to touch.”

Automation is the
key to hyper-agility
Automate routine IT operations work to make time for new projects and innovations.
While your IT team is bogged down with a legacy of manual workloads, your
organization will struggle to execute the digital agenda.

Service management and ITOM in one box
IT process and service automation relies on integration. Modular IT management
systems make it difficult to automate work across systems. Hornbill has one data
model and one integrations hub—making it easy to automate an extensive variety
of work.

Manage the automation portfolio
Exchange pockets of limited automation, spread across different systems, with a single
system of automation. By centralizing automation in one place, you can apply a managed
approach, avoid automation sprawl, and eliminate the problems associate with a siloed
approach.

Extreme flexibility
In a changing technology landscape, components change quickly. With Hornbill,
automations can be adapted in minutes, ensuring your automation portfolio
remains fresh—and IT workloads only ever go down.

Stop doing work you shouldn’t be doing

There’s nothing we found that it can’t do for us.”

Why Hornbill?

More integrations

Integration is the key
to automation. Hornbill
is the most integrated
solution on the market.

Simplicity

Integrated service
portal

Codeless creation of
services, workflows,
forms, and other
content makes more
automation possible,
faster.

Automate front-end
interaction with the
customer for truly
hands-free IT services.

Simple
management

Consolidate all your
integrations in one
system, using Hornbill
as a manager of
managers.

Hornbill Service Manager has expanded our horizons for
what is possible with automation.”

Making automation happen
With Hornbill, you can automate work almost as fast as you can do the
work—in minutes, not days.
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Identify automation
priorities

Quickly automate
workloads

Use Hornbill’s drag-anddrop workflow canvas to
build the logical steps to get
work done. Use the 1000+
integrations to act on cloud
and on-prem systems to get
the job done.

Use an operations report to find
the highest-volume tasks that are
consuming the most time. These
should be your first target for
automation. enterprise-wide ESM
program.
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Rinse and repeat

Use the capacity that you’ve created to pinpoint
more targets for automation, creating a progressively
streamlined IT department without increasing
spending. Over time, you create more capacity and
budget for new technology projects.

This has been one of the most straight forward implementations of a
Service Management and Business Process Platform I have ever been
involved with.”

“Best service management platform I’ve ever used.”

